Trinity College Dublin Maths Physics Open Day

MPOD 2014

10:30-15:30, Saturday 15th November 2014

MacNeill Lecture Theatre, Hamilton Building,
East end of Trinity College, by Westland Row.
Pedestrian access through College, or via Lincoln Place, or through
Science Gallery entrance on Pearse St.
Registration opens 10:30. Talks begin 11:00

Important Pre-registration  www.physics.tcd.ie/outreach

Programme covers degree courses in
Physics, Physics & Astrophysics, Nanoscience,
Mathematics, Theoretical Physics ,
Maths & other subject

Programme

• Overview of degree courses with questions and answers
• Meet staff and current students over lunch and coffee
• Current topics in Maths and Physics
• Laboratory Tours and Demonstrations

Further Information  www.physics.tcd.ie  and  www.maths.tcd.ie

Enquiries
Prof. Colm Ó Dúnlaing  odunlain@maths.tcd.ie  Tel: +353 1 896 1948
Prof. Cormac McGuinness  cormac.mcguinness@tcd.ie  Tel: +353 1 896 3547
Location  www.tcd.ie/maps